There are many functions which are continuous everywhere but non-differentiable at someor all points such functions are termed as unreachable functions. Graphs representing suchunreachable functions are called unreachable graphs. For example ECG is such an unreachable graph. Classical calculus fails in their characterization as derivatives do not exist at the unreachable points. Such unreachable functions can be characterized by fractional calculus as fractional derivatives exist at those unreachable points where classical derivatives do not exist. Definition of fractional derivatives have been proposed by several mathematicians like Grunwald-Letinikov, Riemann-Liouville, Caputo and Jumarie to develop the theory of fractional calculus. In this paper we have used Jumarie type fractional derivative and consequently the phase transition (P.T.) which is the deference between left fractional derivative and right fractional derivatives to characterize those points. A comparative study has been done between normal ECG sample and problematic ECG sample (Right Ventricular Hypertrophy) by the help of above mentioned mathematical tool.
differentiable point is known as Phase Transition (P.T.) at that point. In this paper we also find the mean and standard deviation of all non-differentiable points of ECG to get a better solution to interpret this type of ECGs. To characterize these graphs ECGs are taken from internet arbitrarily. ECG is the pictographic representation of electrical charge depolarization and repolarization of the heart muscle [16] .There are several types of heart diseases such as right ventricular hypertrophy, left ventricular hypertrophy, right bundle branch block, left bundle branch block etc. [16] which can be detected by finding level of phase transition at some particular leads of patient's ECGs. Our main objective of this paper is to find some measures which will help the medical experts to diagnose right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH) disease from patient'sECG [16] [17] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some preliminaries about this paper; Section 3 describes about ECG and the right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH) disease in detail; Section 4 describes four theorems to obtain fractional derivative ,phase transition, mean and standard deviation of phase transition values at the non-differentiable points of any ECG which are found for abnormal and normal ECGs in tabular form in section 5 and 6 respectively.In Section 5 and 6 Doctoral view of that ECGs are also given in tabular form. Then section 7 we draw the bar diagrams of phase transition values of non-differentiable points of leads of different ECGs and finally this paper is concluded in Section 8.
Some Preliminaries

Fractional Order Derivative
The fractional derivative is one of the oldest topic in mathematics but the definition of fractional derivative is modified day by day by many Mathematicians like Leibnitz, L-hospital, Grunwald-Letnikov, Riemann-Liouvillie, Caputo, Jumarie and others. Jumarie definition is basically modification of the Riemann-Liouvillie definition of fractional derivative as fractional order derivative of any constant is non zero in Riemann-Liouvillie sense whereas it is zero in Jumarie and Caputo sense. But the Caputo definition of fractional derivative can be applied only on differentiable functions whereas Jumarie definition of fractional derivative is applied for any continuous functions wherever it may be differentiable or not. In this paper we have used the Jumarie definition of fractional derivative to characterize the non-differentiable points in ECGs. The definition of fractional derivatives are as follows:
Grunwald-Letinikov definition
Let () fx be any function then the  -th order derivative  of () fx is defined by
Where  is any arbitrary number real or complex and
The above formula becomes fractional order integration if we replace  by   which is
Using the above formula we get for ( ) (
    , we get the following
Riemann-Liouville (R-L) definition of fractional derivative
Let the function () fxis one time integrable then the integro-differential expression Using integration by parts formula in (2) , that is
The left R-L fractional derivative is defined by 
Caputo definition of fractional derivative
In the R-L type definition the initial conditions contains the limit of R-L fractional derivative such as 
type then R-L definition fails and to overcome these problems M. Caputo [9] proposed new definition of fractional derivative in the following form 
which differ from the classical derivative.
Modified definitions of fractional derivative
On the other hand to overcome the misconception derivative of a constant is zero in the conventional integer order derivative Jumarie [6] revised the R-L derivative in the following form
The above definition [6] is developed using left R-L derivative. Similarly using the right R-L derivative other type can be develop. Note in the above definition for negative fractional orders the expression is just Riemann-Liouvelli fractional integration. The modification is carried out in R-L the derivative formula, for the positive fractional orders alpha. The idea is to remove the offset value of function at start point of the fractional derivative from the function, and carry out R-L derivative usually done for the function.
Using the right R-L definition we established [8] the right modified definition of the fractional derivative in the following form
2.2Unreachable Functions
Those functions which are continuous everywhere but not-differentiable at some point or all point, termed as unreachable functions like as (i) |x-a|is unreachable at x=a where a is any point in real line, (ii)
is unreachable at x=0 etc. similarly Weierstrass function, white noise, Brownianmotion [1] are also unreachable functions.ECGs are also these types of graphs which are continuous but have some nondifferentiable points. The points Q,R,S of QRS complexes of a PQRST wave of any lead of ECG may be differentiable or non-differentiablewhich is shown in fig-1 . For non-differentiable points we cannot describe it by classical sense but here fractional sense is applicable.
Fig-1: A normal shape of PQRST wave in ECG
2.3Phase Transition
The difference between the left and right modified Riemann-Liouvillie derivative at unreachable points of any continuous graph is termed as Phase Transition at that point of that graph [14] .
About ECG
Some Preliminaries on ECGLeads
The heart's electrical activity recorded from electrodes on the body surface by the 12-lead electrocardiogram. This section describes the basic components of the ECG and the lead system used to record the ECG tracings. There are twelve leads which are I, II, III, AVR, AVL, AVF obtained from the 'limb' and V1,V2, V3,V4, V5, V6 which are obtained from the 'chest'. The first six represents the different electrical situation of the Atria and the later six represents the different electrical situation of the Ventricle. The six V leads (V1-V6) look at the heart in horizontal plane, from the front and the left side [16] .
I, II, and AVL-looks at the left lateral surface of the heart. III and AVF-looks at the interior surface of the atria. AVR looks at the right atria. V1 and V2 look at the right ventricle. V3 and V4 look at septum between ventricles and the anterior wall of the left ventricle. V5 and V6 represent the anterior and lateral wall of the left ventricle
3.2Right Ventricular Hypertrophy (RVH)
Right Ventricular Hypertrophy is a condition where the muscle wall of heart's right ventricle becomes thickened (hypertrophy). This can arise due to chronic pressure overload, similar to that of Left Ventricular Hypertrophy [18] . Since blood travels through the right ventricle to the lungs via pulmonary arteries,if the condition of RVH occurs then pulmonary circulation decreases i.e. blood does not flow well from the heart to the lungs of the body, then extra stress can be placed on the right ventricle.An ECG with Right Ventricular Hypertrophy may or may not show a right axis deviation on the graph [16] . Symptoms: Criteria of RVH in ECG lead: 1. R wave in V1 lead + S wave in V5 and V6 lead is greater than 11 mm 2. R wave in V1 lead is greater than 7 mm 3. The ratio of R wave and S wave in V1 lead is greater than 1 mm 4. R wave in V5 or V6 lead is less than 5 mm 5. S wave in V5 or V6 lead is greater than 7 mm 6. The ratio of R wave and S wave in V5 or V6 lead is less than 1 mm
Application of fractional derivative in ECG Graph:
Now we have to study the non-differentiable points of the PQRST waves in ECG leads with the help of fractional derivatives.Herewe have to find out the half-order fractional derivative (both left and right) and calculate the corresponding Normalized Phase Transition values(N.P.T.) by the help of the following theorems.
Theorem 1:
Let us consider the function , () ,
witha≠c . It is continuous at x=q such that aq+b = cq+d but not differentiable at that point. Then left fractional derivative, right fractional derivative and phase transition at that point x=q are respectively: 
with a≠2cq+g. It is continuous at x=q such that aq+b = cq 2 +gq+h but not differentiable at that point. Then left fractional derivative, right fractional derivative and corresponding phase transitionat that point x=qare respectively: Then left fractional derivative, right fractional derivative and corresponding phase transitionat that point x=qare respectively: Since RVH is characterized by ratio of R and S wave in V1, V5 and V6 leads. Thus these paper contributed only P.T. values at non-differentiable points at those leads. So our concern is to find any distinguishing measurements of P.T values at non-differentiable points on those leads to characterize the problematic ECG (in our case RVH) with normal ECG.
Normal ECG
Thus our paper contributed only P.T. values at non-differentiable points at those leads for RVH ECGs. So our concern to find any distinguishing measurements of P.T values at non-differentiable points R and S wave in V1 ,V5 and V6 leads to characterize the problematic ECG (in our case RVH) with normal ECG. Following tables are new and constructed from our fractional calculus methodology.
i) Left and right fractional derivatives and phase transition have been calculated at the Q,R,S points of V1 lead in Table 2A : Length of S wave in V1, V2 and length of R wave in V5 and V6 and their ratios and length of S1, S2.
Here, we see that in table-2A lengths of R wave in V1 is less than 7 mm and length of R wave in V5 and V6 lead are greater than 5 mm but length of S wave in V5,V6 respectively are not less than 7 mm whereas ratios of R and S wave in V1 is less than 1 and in V5 and V6 are greater than 1. So from Doctor's point of view this graph is normal ECG graph.
In the following tables we have presented the fractional derivatives and phase transition values of the nondifferentiable points of different leads of ECG presented in Table 3A : Length of S wave in V1, V2 and length of R wave in V5 and V6 and their ratios andlength of S1, S2.
Here, we see that in table-3A lengths of R wave in V1 and length of S wave in V5,V6 respectively are all greater than 7 mm but length of R wave in V5 and V6 lead are not less than 5 mm whereas ratios of R and S wave in V1 is greater than 1 and in V5 and V6 are less than 1. Also length of S1, S2 are all greater than 11 mm of that Table 4A : Length of S wave in V1, V2 and length of R wave in V5 and V6 and their ratios and length of S1, S2.
Here, we see that in table-5A lengths of R wave in V1 and length of S wave in V5,V6 respectively are all greater than 7 mm but length of R wave in V5 and V6 lead are not less than 5 mm whereas ratios of R and S wave in V1 is greater than 1 and in V5 and V6 are less than 1. Also length of S1, S2 are all greater than 11 mm of that Table 4c : Mean and Standard Deviation of Phase transition at the non-differentiable points Q,R,S of lead V1,V5&V6
Bar diagram of Phase transition values
In this section we have drawn bar diagrams of phase transition values of non-differential points of V1,V5and V6 leads of the above described normal and problematic ECGs. Figure 1 represents the bar diagram for normal ECG and figure 2 represents the bar diagram for problematic ECGs. In this paper we have compared normal ECGs with the ECGs of RVH patients using fractional calculus. The tables represent the fractional derivatives of half-order together with their level of phase transition value at the non-differentiable points. It is clear from the Bar diagram that the P.T. values at S is higher than the P.T. values at R of V1 lead of normal ECGs whenever the opposite case holds for RVH ECGs. Also from Bar diagram we see that for V5 and V6 leads the difference between P.T. values at R and S point is small i.e. near to 1 for RVH ECG whereas these difference is large for normal ECGs. Also from tables of section 5 and 6 we see that the standard deviation at that point of our considerable leads indicate the P.T. values are consistent or not i.e. high and small values of standard deviation mean values are scattered and consistence respectively. Physically these mean the non-differentiable point of leads take near about same position for smaller value of standard deviation. Similarly the opposite case holds for higher value of standard deviation. So these are remarkable comparison of Normal ECG with Problematic ECG with fractional derivative techniques which is exactly new vision first adapted by us. As ECG is a rough curve so we will use Fractional Dimension, Hurst Exponent method etc. for our next consideration to give better solution. Thus by studying large number of ECG it is possible to find the a suitable range for the phase transition (P.T) values at the non-differentiable points that will help the doctors to determine the RVH conditions of patients. Also this type of study is not reported elsewhere. This method is a new method we are reporting for the first timecould be an aid for differential diagnostics in medical science.
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